Method: T 1 -weighted images from 20 schizophrenic patients and matched comparison subjects were processed by using optimized automated voxel-based morphometry within multiple linear regression analyses.
Results: Global differences in gray matter volume were seen between the schizophrenic and comparison subjects, with selective regional gray matter differences noted in the mediodorsal thalamus and across cortical regions, including the ventral and medial prefrontal cortices. Within the schizophrenic subjects, a relationship was observed between gray matter volume loss in the medial prefrontal cortex and a positive family history of schizophrenia. There was no significant difference between patients and comparison subjects in rates of proportional gray matter reduction with age.
Conclusions: These observations confirm an association between thalamocortical morphometric abnormalities and schizophrenia, consistent with theoretical models of primary pathoetiological dysfunction in filtering, integration, and information transfer processes in patients with schizophrenia. Schi zophrenia is a complex mental illness characterized in acute phases by delusions, hallucinations, and disordered thinking and chronically by apathy, flat affect, and social withdrawal. The course is chronic in a high proportion of cases, although the underlying pathophysiology is unknown. Early descriptions of schizophrenia as "dementia praecox" (1) argued for an organic degenerative basis to the disorder. However, despite a worldwide prevalence of 1% and annual service provision costs within the United Kingdom estimated at 2.6 billion pounds (2), the neuropathological basis of schizophrenia has remained elusive. Negative cognitive symptoms characterize the neuropsychological profiles of many patients with schizophrenia. However, many formulations of the "schizophrenic mind" suggest a primary selective dysfunction of brain processes involved in filtering and gating information (3) .
Histological evidence for a neurodegenerative process underlying schizophrenia is limited by a paucity of postmortem studies and methodological inconsistencies with techniques. High-resolution in vivo brain imaging has given impetus to understanding the neurobiology of schizophrenia, including the description of changes in brain morphology that may provide insights into etiological mechanisms. Among the most consistent neuroimaging findings in schizophrenia are greater cerebroventricular size and cerebral gray matter deficits (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) , which suggests the presence of diffuse brain pathology. Observations of localized morphometric abnormalities in patients with schizophrenia have been less consistent across studies. In a meta-analysis of 58 morphometric studies of schizophrenia (with the majority having employed manual tracing of regions of interest), differences in medial temporal lobe structure volumes were the most frequent observations (8) . Morphometric abnormalities in the thalamus have also been reported (9-11) and may reflect changes maximally localized within the mediodorsal thalamic nucleus (12) . This finding is of note, since thalamic dysfunction, potentially leading to impaired sensory filtering and gating mechanisms, has been proposed to underlie the psychological abnormalities that characterize schizophrenia (13) (14) (15) (16) .
Voxel-based morphometry provides an automated means of comparing structural features across scans and overcomes problems of intra-and interobserver bias and sensitivity in assessing differences in cerebral morphology between groups of subjects (17) (18) (19) . The first application of this technique to whole-brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans of patients with schizophrenia reported gray matter deficits in the insula and prefrontal and lateral temporal cortices (7) . Similar methods have also been used to relate gray matter deficits in the medial prefrontal cortex, insula, and superior temporal cortex to severity of schizophrenic symptoms. Abnormalities in the thalamus, posterior cingulate, and basal ganglia, with ventricular enlargement, have been associated with childhood-onset schizophrenia (20) . Voxel-based morphometry has also been applied to analysis of scans obtained by using magnetic transfer imaging, an MRI technique sensitive to subtle changes in regional macromolecular integrity (21) . Frontotemporal abnormalities were noted in schizophrenic patients, and severity of negative schizophrenic symptoms reflected abnormal integrity of the medial prefrontal cortex. These and similar voxel-based morphometry studies point to a combination of diffuse gray matter volume deficits and more localized frontotemporal changes, perhaps selectively involving thalamocortical circuitry.
Recent methodological developments have optimized voxel-based morphometry techniques (18, 19) , improving sensitivity to morphometric differences and control for macroscopic features. In standard voxel-based morphometry, erroneous missegmented voxels may appear in segmented images because of systematic differences in skull size, shape, or thickness across study groups. These problems have been addressed in an optimization of the methodology by addition of further preprocessing steps to exclude nonbrain voxels before normalization and subsequent segmentation, including a fully automatic brain extraction technique, study-specific gray/white matter templates, and a modulation step that incorporates volume changes during normalization into the analysis. This modulation procedure allows assessment of specific changes in regional gray/white matter volume. In this study, these methods were applied to test the specific hypothesis that characteristic differences exist between schizophrenic subjects and healthy comparison subjects in global and regional brain morphology.
Method

Subjects
Twenty patients with an ICD-10-R diagnosis of schizophrenia were recruited from local psychiatric centers and gave written, fully informed consent to participate in a structural magnetic resonance imaging study approved by the local ethics committee. Comparison subjects were recruited from healthy volunteers who were matched closely with the patients on the basis of age (schizophrenic patients: mean=37.8 years [SD=9.5], comparison subjects: mean=38.6 years [SD=9.7]), gender (10 men and 10 women in each group), social class, and ethnicity. Detailed demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients were obtained from medical notes and corroborated by clinical interview. Patients were also rated by their supervising psychiatrist regarding negative and positive symptoms. Independent structured symptom quantification (e.g., the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale) was not available for all patients. As seen in Table 1 , all patients had a history of treatment with antipsychotic medication (mean treatment duration was 15 years [SD=9]) and were stable at the time of scanning. No subject had a history of neurological or systemic illness, head injury, or excessive drug or alcohol misuse. For within-patient analyses of putative influences on brain morphometry and psychotic illness, educational achievement was rated on a 4-point scale: 0=no academic qualifications, 1=schooling until 16 years of 
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age, 2=schooling until 18 years of age, and 3=attainment of a degree or equivalent. Family history of psychosis was scored as follows: 0=no family history, 1=psychosis in a second-degree relative, and 2=psychosis in a first-degree relative. Past substance abuse was scored clinically from 0 (no significant history) to 3 (past diagnosis of dependence syndrome, polysubstance abuse, or dual diagnosis). A score of 3 excluded the subject from the study.
Imaging Data Acquisition
Subjects were scanned on a 2-T Siemens Magnetom Vision scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). A three-dimensional structural MRI scan was acquired for each subject by using a T 1 -weighted MPRAGE sequence (TR=9.7 msec, TE=4 msec, TI=600 msec, number of excitations=1, flip angle=12°, matrix size=256×192 mm, and field of view=256×192 mm, yielding 120 sagittal slices with a thickness of 1.5 mm and in-plane resolution of 1 mm ×1 mm).
Data Preprocessing for Voxel-Based Morphometry
An optimized voxel-based morphometry protocol was followed for preprocessing and subsequent analysis of imaging data. This method, described previously in detail (17) (18) (19) , was implemented within Matlab5.3 (MathWorks, Natick, Mass.) through Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM 99, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London; available at http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/ spm) (22, 23) .
Preprocessing of structural data followed a number of defined stages. First, customized gray and white matter templates were created from an independent separate matched comparison group, imaged with identical methods on the same scanner. Each structural MRI was normalized to the standard statistical parametric mapping T 1 template; segmented into CSF, gray matter, and white matter compartments; then smoothed (8-mm full width at half maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel) and averaged to create gray and white matter templates in stereotactic space. Next, for the study group MRIs, an automated brain extraction procedure that incorporated a segmentation step was used to remove nonbrain tissue (18, 19) . Extracted gray and white matter images were normalized to the gray and white matter templates. Spatial normalization used residual sum of squared differences as the matching criterion and included affine transformations and linear combination of smooth basis functions modelling global nonlinear shape differences (17, 24) . The normalization parameters were then reapplied to the original structural images to maximize optimal segmentation of fully normalized images, and these normalized images were resliced to a final voxel size of 1.5 mm 3 and segmented into gray/white matter and CSF/non-CSF partitions. The statistical parametric mapping segmentation employs a mixture model cluster analysis (after correcting for nonuniformity in image intensity) to identify voxel intensities that match particular tissue types combined with a priori probabilistic knowledge of the spatial distribution of tissues (25) . After a further automated brain extraction step, the partitioned images were modulated by the Jacobian determinants from spatial normalization to correct for volume changes introduced during the nonlinear spatial transformations. Analysis of modulated data tested for regional differences in absolute amount (volume) of gray/white matter, in contrast to analysis of unmodulated data (17) . Finally, all normalized, segmented modulated images were smoothed with a 12-mm full width at half maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel, which conditioned the residuals to conform more closely to the Gaussian random field model underlying the statistical process used for adjusting p values (24, 26) . and plotted on sections of a normalized template brain. Significant morphological differences (p<0.001) were uncorrected for multiple comparisons over the whole brain to illustrate the widespread distribution of gray matter differences. 
Statistical Analysis
Global measures of regional gray matter, white matter, and CSF volumes were calculated from the nonnormalized segmented images to test for group differences in overall tissue compartment volumes. Regional differences were analyzed by using multiple regression analyses within the framework of the general linear model in the statistical parametric mapping program (22) (23) (24) 27) . Separate analytic design matrices were constructed to test for regional differences in gray and white matter between schizophrenic patients and comparison subjects. Age, gender, and total intracranial tissue volume (derived from the sum of the global measures of compartmental volumes) were entered as regressors (confounding covariates) in addition to the two regressors representing individual patients and comparison subjects. Further design matrices were used to test for morphometric changes within the schizophrenic patient group, correlating with putative influences on psychosis, with regressors entered for age at illness onset, handedness, level of educational achievement, family history of psychosis, past substance abuse, age, and gender.
Statistical parametric maps were constructed to test for morphological differences between schizophrenic patients and comparison subjects and for correlations between contextual variables within the schizophrenic group. The distribution of morphological differences across the whole brain was assessed initially on a voxel-by-voxel basis; a threshold of p<0.001 was used, uncorrected for multiple comparisons. Significance corrections for multiple comparisons over the whole brain (769,568 voxels) were implemented by using family-wise error correction (akin to Bonferroni correction) (27) . Inferences are centered on differences that achieved significance at p<0.05, after family-wise error correction for multiple comparisons over the whole brain.
Results
Global Differences
In tests for global differences in absolute volume for gray matter, white matter, and CSF, we observed no significant difference between the schizophrenic patients and comparison subjects in a measure of total intracranial volume, the sum of the global measures of the three tissue types obtained before normalization (F=0.05, df=38, p= 0.80). However, significant differences in cerebral gray matter were seen between the patients with schizophrenia (absolute volume mean=713 ml, SD=77) and the comparison subjects (mean=810 ml, SD=81) (F=15.4, df=1, 38, p<0.01). There were no significant differences between schizophrenia patients and comparison subjects in overall white matter (mean=415 ml [SD=56] and 441 ml [SD=51], respectively) or CSF volume (mean=331 ml [SD=54] and 321 ml [SD=45]) (Figure 1 ). In tests of group differences corrected for intracranial volume, schizophrenic patients had a significantly lower proportion of relative gray matter volume than did the comparison subjects (48.9% versus 51.6%, respectively; t=3.66, df=38, p<0.01) and a significantly higher proportion of relative CSF volume (23.6% versus 20.6%; t=-3.38, df=38, p<0.01). There were no between-group differences in proportion of white matter (schizophrenic patients: 27.5%, comparison subjects: 27.7%) (t=0.40, df=38, p>0.05).
Regional Differences
Local differences in cerebral morphology associated with schizophrenia were analyzed by using voxel-wide comparisons of segmented gray matter, white matter, and CSF images, with subject age, gender, and total intracranial volume as confounding covariates. At a low threshold (i.e., uncorrected for multiple comparisons), a widespread distribution of significant gray matter differences (p<0.001) was observed in cortical and subcortical regions between the schizophrenic patients and the comparison subjects (Figure 1 ). Differences in many brain areas remained significant after a stringent family-wise error correction for multiple comparisons over the whole brain (Table 2) , with the most robust difference in regional gray matter volume being observed in the mediodorsal thalamus, especially on the left (Figure 2 ). Regional differences maintaining significance after familywise error correction for multiple comparisons over the whole brain were observed in the occipitoparietal cortex; premotor, medial, and orbital prefrontal cortices; and the inferolateral temporal lobe (Table 2, Figure 3 ). There were no significant differences in any region (either corrected or uncorrected) in which gray matter volume in the schizophrenic patients was greater than that of the comparison subjects.
A significant difference in white matter volume was observed in a lateral optic radiation region in the occipital cortex (p<0.05, after family-wise error correction for multiple comparisons over the whole brain) ( Table 2 ). There were no significant differences in any region (either corrected or uncorrected) in which white matter volume in the schizophrenic patients was greater than that of the comparison subjects. 
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Within-Patient Correlations
To gain a clearer understanding of pathoetiological associations of morphometric abnormalities in patients with schizophrenia, we tested for correlations between gray matter volume deficits and variables that may influence psychosis (e.g., handedness, substance misuse, level of educational achievement) and more specific illnessrelated factors (age, family history of psychosis, and age at onset). A significant negative correlation was observed between total gray matter volume (as a proportion of intracranial volume) and age of schizophrenic patients (r=-0.52, df=18, p<0.02). However, the rate of relative gray matter depletion in schizophrenic patients was not significantly different than that observed in the comparison subjects, implying no acceleration of gray matter loss in schizophrenia (age-by-diagnosis interaction: F=1.01, df=1, 38, p=0.32). Greater educational achievement was associated with a relative "preservation" of (mediodorsal) thalamic gray matter in schizophrenic patients (Pearson r=0.48, df= 18, p= 0.04, two-tailed), and in regression analysis, ventromedial prefrontal gray matter showed a significant negative relationship with family history of schizophrenia (Figure 4 ).
Discussion
The present study used an optimized version of the voxel-based morphometry method to identify and characterize differences in brain structure associated with schizophrenia. Consistent with previous reports (4-8), we observed gray matter deficits and higher CSF volumes in schizophrenic patients. We also found regional differences in cortical and subcortical gray matter between schizophrenic patients and healthy comparison subjects, most significantly in the thalamus (especially the mediodorsal nucleus). These observations argue for thalamocortical dysfunction as a key component of pathoetiological mechanisms underlying symptoms and neuropsychological manifestations of schizophrenia.
The thalamus has previously been implicated in the pathoetiology of schizophrenia. Postmortem studies have reported neuronal loss in the maximal medial/mediodorsal thalamus of schizophrenia patients (28, 29) , and previous in vivo imaging studies have reported thalamic abnormalities in patients with chronic schizophrenia (9) (10) (11) (12) 30) , untreated schizophrenia (31, 32) , and childhood-onset (20) as well as relatives of schizophrenic patients (33) and schizotypal individuals (34) . In the metaanalysis of Wright and colleagues (7), schizophrenia was associated with a mean 4% thalamic volume loss, with the proviso that only three studies contributed to this observed effect. Among studies that have failed to show thalamic volume differences between schizophrenic patients and healthy subjects (35) (36) (37) , thalamic volume has been related to psychotic symptoms (35) . Functional imaging studies involving patients with schizophrenia also report functional abnormalities involving the thalamus, including abnormal thalamic activity at rest (31), during auditory hallucinations (38) , and during attentional and executive tasks (39, 40) .
Our voxel-based morphometry findings add to the weight of evidence for structural abnormalities in the thalamus associated with schizophrenia. The conjunction of thalamic and distributed cortical gray matter depletion suggests that thalamocortical dysconnectivity may be crucial to the pathogenesis and symptoms of schizophrenia, consistent with specific theoretical models of cognitive integration and dysfunction in schizophrenia (13, 41) . Anatomically, the thalamus is a crucial relay between sensory pathways and cortex and also between sensory cortices and association areas. A proposed role of the thalamus as a sensory filter has been elaborated in relation to schizophrenia within the notion of "cognitive dysmetria" (13, 15, 42) , wherein the fluid coordination of mental activity is disrupted. Neuroanatomically, corticocortical pathways involving both the thalamus and cerebellum have been suggested to coordinate sensory processing with mental activity and behavioral sequelae (15) .
Dysfunction of coordinated regulation of sensory, motor, and cognitive processes may underlie abnormalities in sensory experience and attribution, motor coordination, and neuropsychological function spanning cognitive domains in schizophrenia (3, 43) . Within this model, abnormal filtering and gating mechanisms may result in disruption of synchronized signal processing (decreased signal to noise) within cortical association areas. The consequences of "mistimed information transfer" may account for hallucinations and delusions as misinterpretations of both external and internal percepts. Similarly, thought disorder may reflect uncoordinated language production, and negative dysexecutive symptoms may reflect deficits in associative processing of behavioral salience with sensory and mnemonic information. On this basis it has been argued that the integrity of thalamocortical connectivity, perhaps incorporating cerebellar mechanisms, is of primary pathoetiological importance in schizophrenia (15) . Moreover, alterations in functional dynamics of thalamocortical networks may disrupt mechanisms supporting more general conscious integration, thereby contributing to schizophrenic symptoms (41) . Our own findings of marked changes in thalamocortical architecture in schizophrenic patients add direct empirical evidence to support the theoretical proposal that functional abnormalities of this system underlie schizophrenia.
A key finding of our study was a demonstration of relationships between regional deficits in gray matter and clinical variables in schizophrenic patients. Although we observed a significant correlation between global reductions in gray matter and subjects' age, which suggests progressive, accelerated neuronal loss in schizophrenia, the rate of gray matter decline with age of schizophrenic patients was equivalent to that observed in healthy comparison subjects. Moreover, there were no significant correlations between morphological changes and either age at onset of illness or years of neuroleptic treatment. These observations argue against a progressive involutionary disorder associated with schizophrenia. It is therefore of clinical and theoretical interest whether chemotherapeutic interventions aimed at halting the progress of "dementia praecox" will have an impact on cognitive symptoms and age-related gray matter loss in some individuals with schizophrenia.
Thalamofrontal dysconnectivity may be particularly important in the pathoetiology of schizophrenia. Our observation that morphometric differences were most significant in the mediodorsal nucleus, which is reciprocally connected (and defines by its projection) to the prefrontal cortex, is noteworthy in that many of the cognitive deficits and symptom patterns manifested in schizophrenic patients are common to patients with prefrontal cortical le- sions (44) (45) (46) . Moreover, the medial prefrontal cortex demonstrated the strongest morphometric association with family history of psychosis, implying that genetic factors underlying maturation of prefrontal cortex and its connections may increase vulnerability to schizophrenia. Also, a higher level of educational achievement was associated with relative preservation of mediodorsal thalamic gray matter in schizophrenic patients, perhaps indicating greater integrity of thalamofrontal circuitry supporting executive planning and verbal reasoning. This is clinically important, since good premorbid functioning, suggested by educational achievement, is associated with reduced negative symptoms and more positive outcome in schizophrenia (47) . A full understanding of the pathoetiology of schizophrenia remains an important goal, given the sociological and economic cost of maintaining services and therapeutic care for approximately 1% of individuals throughout the world. Recent technical advances, particularly in human genetics, molecular biology, and in vivo brain imaging, may lead to a more sophisticated understanding of biological mechanisms fundamental to mental health and disease. The present study used optimized voxel-based morphometry, which allows simultaneous, sensitive, and unbiased comparison of regional brain morphometry, thereby overcoming problems of region of interest hypothesis-driven analyses. Our evidence for thalamocortical gray matter depletion in schizophrenia, affecting distributed cortical regions, suggests a pathoetiological basis in re-entrant corticothalamic circuitry.
